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ABSTRACT
LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) has revolutionized the approach to time series prediction many folds due to its appropriate capability to forecast through Non-Linear forecasting methods. It’s observed that RNN has the capability to similarly think through given enough training in accordance to desired functionality models. Due to the Gated Structure referring to storing relevant information’s and forgetting the irrelevant information’s LSTM made revolutionary accomplishments towards non linear forecasting that is depend on human like behavior. In this research we have focused on making comparison between two different portfolio’s which will depend upon LSTM’s future forecasting capability in terms of predicting the best possible output which gets illustrated through Portfolio Optimization principles.
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INTRODUCTION:
LSTM has the capability to solve time series processes through by feed forward network using permanent size time windows (Gers et al., 2002). The task primarily associated with LSTM applies within the boundary of training under a fixed data series and this training forecasting refers to the future point of interest. It’s seen that LSTM have predicted human motion and their predictiveness with high degree of accuracy (Alahi et al., 2016) in terms of their behavior effecting regarding choices for motion in crowded spaces. Alahi et al. have successfully implemented the behavioral track in terms of intelligent tracking systems that simulates with human behavioral and decision pattern in relation to smart environments. Wang et al. have suggested that the risk of making investment is directly correlated with less financial knowledge and better financial decisions always leads to better and profitable financial decisions (Wang et al., 2011).

Evidential perception suggests that in USA and Germany, investors are more inclined towards their local investments rather than foreign mixed investment portfolios (Kilka et al., 2000). Our research paper would focus upon the enlightened view of statistically controlled processes through nonlinear approaches for portfolio asset choices and time series-based decision making. It’s found that crypto currencies remain an important investment alternative (David et al., 2017) since its birth with bit coin in 2009. The multifold growth of various crypto currencies has led investors to undertake crypto currencies as strong investment alternative (David et al., 2017). According to Tobias,
it’s observed that in the world of portfolio-based investment introducing crypto currencies in reference to a long only strategy with mixture and effective understanding of all portfolio performance optimizing parameters would result to create the best possible portfolio returns (Tobias, 2019). In our research we would thus make comparisons between pure stock portfolios under the pretense of selecting them with good financial standpoints and would compare the mixture of stocks with crypto currencies through performance optimizations for financial performance betterment. It’s found that there are evidential circumstances that suggests crypto currency-based portfolio to be extremely good performers (Jiang & Liang, 2017).

In relation to nonlinear forecasting and time series prediction accuracy it’s found that Deep reinforcement learning plays an effective role in portfolio management.

Due to high amount investments being poured into crypto currencies because of its growing popularity and ROI, a highly volatile behavior is observed (Fruehwirt et al., 2020). Our paper would thus try to reduce the risk variance of investment by mixing up the finances with stock with proper financial indications for long only gains rather than pure statistical evidences for portfolio investment on which we would rely completely for the financial contributions of crypto currencies. Thus, this research process would describe the following events:

1. Creating a pure Stock Portfolio
   a) Each stock would get selected under the pretense of solid financial ratio as evidence for investment as suggestion.
   b) Using LSTM for nonlinear forecasting processes suggests the best stocks for performing well in long only investment method for best portfolio performance under the judgment of best stocks to select under the boundary of a specific time period.

2. The best selected stocks will be mixed best possible crypto currencies which will perform best under the pretense of LSTM for that specific time period where the Stock with crypto currency combined portfolio would be compared with pure stock only portfolio in reference to financial performance or financial gains.

**Literature Review**

In financial markets, the most important factors remained as financial literacy and risk perception in terms of selecting assets for investment purposes (Aren et al., 2016). It’s found that as financial literacy proceeds thus better human decision occurs. As Human Like thinking capability determines the overall investment perspective of market behavior (Caparrelli et al., 2004), it’s better to simulate the future asset pricing forecast in association with training asset choice option through biased factor of non-linear forecasting principle based on LSTM. It’s seen that in relation to learning the pattern of choices based on various situations LSTM makes the most effective choice of holistic feature selection. It’s based on dilated causal convolution network which aims to learn various features which are completely trait dependent and multi-dimensionality reduction associates with multi-conditional data hence the learning with due training makes the nonlinear prediction effective (Shen et al., 2020). Its further being evaluated under the circumstances that multi range and multi-level features are completely under predictive accuracy using fixed time intervals (Shen et al., 2020 and Alahi et al., 2016). For commodity pricing, LSTM also made effective predictions for Gold pricing (Livieris et al., 2020). The forecasting model will associate with verified by linear regression by major global indices (Cao et al., 2018; Livieris et al., 2020). As the gated structure supports the feed forward network hence the networking model can learn appropriately and can make accurate predictions (Gers et al., 2002). It’s seen that LSTM is capable of effectively predicting the Bit coin price while learning and training was the only feature for making accurate predictions (Wu et al., 2018). It’s found that as crypto currencies indicate no evidence associated with financial performance indicators hence their fall and gain is still more volatile in comparison effective stocks (Fruehwirt et al., 2020). Hence our decision is focused to associate stocks with crypto currencies to increase the portfolio performance but at the same time would try to reduce the mixed portfolio variance. Furthermore, to conduct the selection process, we would associate with favorable financial ratios as indicative benchmarks. Since the height (Chen 1981 & Beaver 1966) of decision-making regarding selection of assets and for portfolio performance optimization
proposed by (Henry Markowitz, 1952; Markowitz Theory - Jorion P, 1992), it’s seen that financial ratios play an important role for asset selections. It’s observed that LSTM offers better predictability than ARIMA (Siami et al., 2018). Our predictability feature is dependent on various factors aligned with financial dependency of the assets. This research would focus, how we would make selections of assets using K Nearest Neighbor algorithm (Chen et al., 2017). It’s found that EPS ratios plays a significant role in regards to making selections of assets for investments (Lin et al., 2011). Husna & Satria in (2019) have found that Current ratio plays an effective role to define the present liquidity condition in order to proof their investors its financial capability. Referring to such current ratio status, it’s seen that throughout human decision of investment history, it’s always better to make investments in a liquid company because that refers to more or easier way out in case of financial distress or easy ROI (Amihud & Mendelson, 1991).

In process of selecting the effective Crypto currencies, our method of justification is laid upon with the usual alliance of volume model choice (Capon et al., 1996) which works perfectly well with mutual funds. In association with non linear methods it’s seen that LSTM makes accurate and affirmative predictions for future aspects of any growing models (Livieris et al., 2020). For Fruit Fly Algorithm process LSTM makes effective predictions regarding location attributes (Peng et al., 2020). Hence, this paper focuses entirely on LSTM for asset pricing related to future forecasting and accuracy.

**Theoretical Framework**

**K Nearest Neighbor Algorithm** - It’s seen that K nearest neighbor algorithm has been highly successful to locate the best group of employees in order to select through defined quality settings (Sami HM, 2021). This research would also impose a set of quality factors those are considered as benchmarks for identifying the best possible stocks for investment.

**Point of Interest:**

**EPS** - CFI (Corporate Finance Institution) and major accounting standards of GAAP suggests that, EPS is explained as the ratio of Net Income against the Weighted Average Outstanding Shares.

**Current Ratio** - Current Ratio shows if an organization is financially solvent or not. In reality it’s a standard benchmark to suggest, how fast the company can pay off its current debts with the usage of its current assets.

The exquisite point among the various values of both EPS & Current Ratios and for Crypto currencies, the specific volume amount that suggests the best theoretical practice in lieu to accounting standard and popularity means (Leong et al., 2009; Arel et al., 2016; Husna and Satria, 2019). It’s found that volumetric suggestion as the basis for mutual fund investment (Capon et al., 2016).

**Benchmarks**

In reference to evidential presence through accounting standard guidelines it found that major stock indexes have most EPS and Current ratios illustrated as greater than 1 and for in between 1 & s respectively. Leong et al mentioned along with supportive proofs of accounting standards from GARP it’s seen that most of the major stock market index suggests to more than 1 EPS as a benchmark standard and for Current Ratio it’s always best to be between 1 and 2. This research paper thus would associate with comprising these as benchmark standards for selecting stocks under the benchmark associations of NASDAQ 30, DJI 30, S&P 500 and etc.
Volume & Affordability of Sales - Stoics have found an immediate correlation between anti persistence with volumetric changes associated with price associations of major currencies (Stosic et al., 2019). Stosic et al. have shown that with directional improvement in volume there is clear evidence in changes of prices in crypto currencies. Our research focuses exclusively to associate volumetric sales of crypto currencies as the basic measure for choice. Novy Marx mentions that if we make selection of stocks based on its quality attribute then with quality increment, we can expect to increase the payment for attaining a premium stock (Novy Marx, 2013). The simple method would suggest relying on average quality stocks which are available at discounted prices and predicted through market determined movement flows.

LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) - LSTM is a neural network structure which feeds forward the exclusive rights to predict a phenomenon of correct prediction which is primarily based on artificial recurrent neural network. It gains the capability to process sequences of data through its network structure. The entire common LSTM unit gets composed of a cell, an input Gate, an output gate and a forget gate (Jiang et al., 2017);

a) Cell Structure remembers the valued structures rather than the arbitrary time intervals.

b) Gates regulate the flow of information in and out of the cell.

LSTM is organized to achieve its best lapses due to its solution by vanishing gradient problem. The solution process gets allowed by the flow of information unchanged through unchanging gradient LSTM units (Wu et al., 2018). In case of non-linear time series forecasting which involves vanilla RNN through back propagation, because of computational process involvement and finite precision numbers (Round off Errors), RNN’s keep feeding the gradients as vanished or explosion based on no change (tend to zero) or infinite change (tend to infinity) respectively. Generally, LSTM contains a forget gate that allows to sequentially ignore the error values that are back propagated from the output layer and slowly with repetition would cut them off through the feed forward neural network (Siami et al., 2019). The recurrence would only allow LSTM to train for those gradients for which the weight updates seemed effective for future value references (Alahi et al., 2016). Finally, the effective weight update references and gradient grows suggests the factor of propagation that associates with time series forecast for any value based on training and testing values in terms of accuracy.

Portfolio Optimization - Portfolio is the mix of different assets with different proportions as investment for one specific entity. It’s observed that, the best mix of assets associates the best profitability given the lowest risk level in comparison where the situation of holding only one asset as the measure of investment for earning would define the risk return parity. It’s generally a selection process that uses the right investment tools in the correct proportions to generate optimum returns with a balance of risk and return measure associated with the investments (Bauman et al., 2012).

The overall return of a portfolio is directly dependent on the weight allocation of investments in each portfolio assets and the return of each of these assets defined along the risk factor. As Markowitz Portfolio Theory directly relates to return and risk as proportional to each other, as the probability of risk reduces with introduction of less returning assets into the portfolio, hence the ideal return point should be the actual mix of return and risk after which each additional unit of return would bring more than one additional unit of risk (Layard et al., 2008). Hence the effective return of a portfolio is possible when we attain the highest Sharpe ratio. Sharpe ratio is the measure of return and risk. If a Sharpe ratio remains higher than 1 that means return of the portfolio is greater than the risk associated with price variations (Wang et al., 2011).

\[
Sharpe\ Ratio = \frac{R_p - R_f}{\sigma_p}
\]

Research Process - Process 1:

a) Selecting a random sample of 100 stocks as investment assets in accordance to various online stock suggestion platforms such as: www.fknol.com; www.businessinsider.com; www.investing.com; and www.fools.com
b) Applying K Nearest Algorithm in order to select stocks within the given criteria of preferential EPS and Current Ratio suggested through effective researches.

c) Applying LSTM as nonlinear forecasting method for each of the selected stocks for a given time range as training purposes prior and for testing purposes later so the effective forecasting quality of LSTM in terms of accuracy could be suggested.

d) Associate the positive returning stocks with their LSTM forecasted prices in the PyPortfolioOpt for portfolio optimization.

Process 2:

a) Select all the suggested crypto currencies for investment purposes from https://finance.yahoo.com/cryptocurrencies/
In reference to their historical price data and from market suggestions such as from -
www.nasdaq.com; www.money.usnews.com
www.analyticsinsight.net; www.capital.com
www.investopedia.com

b) Apply LSTM to forecast the future prices of the crypto currencies.

c) Mix the winner stocks for a given time period with Long only gaining crypto currencies in order to build a portfolio.

Compare the result of Process 1 and Process 2 in reference to Sharpe Ratio value and ROI within the context of gains for both of these portfolio’s, in order to determine if mixing Crypto currencies in portfolio would make investment more profitable.

**METHODOLOGY:**

In order to select the stocks based on effective financial ratio as boundary line for criteria’s, it’s more important to identify the standard ratio for which the stocks could have better or higher priced future value. According to Chen & Shimerda it found that the financial ratio values should have following limits:
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Ua = Highest Volume of Crypto currency in terms of Sale
Ub = Lowest Price of Crypto currency
MIN (ABS || Ua – Ai ||) = Selection of Crypto currencies with lowest possible difference in volumes for Crypto currency
MIN (ABS || Ub – bi||) = Selection of Crypto currencies with lowest possible price

Selecting the common among them will suggest the best possible crypto currency to invest in for optimized portfolio performance.

Results (Equation (1)) ^ Results (Equation (2))

The final results will be the appropriate crypto currencies which are required for portfolio optimization processes.

LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) - LSTM is a specialized RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) that has the capability to remember the relevant and required information’s rather than irrelevant information. Generally, in the process of RNN it starts from activation function. Activation Function is method that defines how the weighted sum of input gets transformed into an output from a node or nodes of layer in the network. a<t> refers to the activation function. The output function refers to the output of the previous time step based on the input x<t> and activation function a<t> based on the x<t-1> and a<t-1> as input and activation function values of previous time instance. y<t>refers to the output based on the input at that specific time step x<t>. In order to effectively run the activation functions to generate output, its highly important for all the following alternatives to function properly.

All of these factors have effective affect in the RNN structure through which the following results are generated:

In the activation function, the bias of the activation function is getting adjoined with the weight allocation of Wax for input and Waa for activation function. Similarly for the output activity:

The resultant activation is associated with the bias factor of output and Wya as the allocated weights for output. It relates with bias and market factor for price prediction g1, g2 remains the activation functions that take effect one after another. All of these functions make the recurrent network to be effective. Hence the complete RNN unit is defined as

Where each time step motion allows to effectively train based on the given information thus generated from the network. Each of these steps thus illustrates the favorable fact of previous asset price and its relativity with the new asset price.

As many instances would be included in this feed forward neural network system in order to train the information’s to gather relevant information in response to situational advancements. The RNN architecture preferentially allows the training process to be completely dependent on biased conditional approaches. The bias is the principal component in price prediction because each stock is relative market through beta but also each stock has own performance capability (Stosic et al., 2019). In the process of LSTM, there are various gated structures like the following:

Represent the notation of gates in the RNN process. The above notations represent update gate, relevance gate, forget gate and output gate respectively. Thus the gates allow remembering features for predicting the price or cutoff the features for predicting the price. The following function explains the association of gates:

In order to comply, the specifics of gated structure, sigmoid function is being shows here but the relu and soft max functions could be integrated in this equation.
as well with respect demand of situation. Each function has its own benefits and applications towards predicted suggestions.

\[ g(z) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-z}} \]

Generally sigmoid function refers to \( g(z) \) as an output existent from \([0,1]\)

\[ g(z) = \frac{e^{z} - e^{-z}}{e^{z} + e^{-z}} \]

Tanh inadvertently refers to the valued answer of \( g(z) \) from \([-1, 1]\). Finally, relu

\[ g(z) = \max(0, z) \]

Refers to the maximum value between 0 and \( z \) that gets attained due to recurrent neural network process.

**Application through LSTM**

In association with RNN, LSTM is observed to indulge various gates within the processing unit. Thus, the target of LSTM lies on to the prospects of effective evaluation and training revolution that assists;

a) Proper number of trainings that guides to project that intended value for future forecasting

b) As RNN experiences both exploding gradient and vanishing gradient problem hence the output values that would assist the activation functions for future values hence through RNN clipped methods are emphasized to deliberately control the exploding gradient problem.

Through the clipping process, RNN thus eliminates the risk of infinity by maintaining a parallelism through boundary line. Although RNN effectively solves the exploding gradient problem but it’s unable to solve the vanishing gradient problem. If we carefully look at the gated structure of RNN unit in LSTM, we can observe that there are four gates present in the unit. In the primary output function of \( c_{t} \) Relevance gates are associated with previous activation functions and present input. The situational bias is added with it to make the primary output effective in association with the activation functions, which could be either of softmax, relu, tanh and sigmoid etc.

\[ \tanh(W_{c}[\Gamma_{r} \ast a^{<t-1>}, x^{<t>}] + b_{c}) \]

In case of final output function \( c^{<t>} \), the primary output associated with the update gate structure and the forget gate model will be added with previous output in order to determine if any required information’s are supposed to be remembered or not to make the prediction process much efficient. This gated feature thus makes the elimination of vanishing gradient problem.

\[ \Gamma_{u} \ast \hat{c}^{<t>} + \Gamma_{f} \ast c^{<t-1>} \]

Furthermore, this process makes the activation function for the next step highly efficient, as with each step of final output the activation function is remembering which are relevant information’s those are required for prediction process.

**Relevance with Financial Forecasting** - As financial forecasting is highly dependent on nonlinear motions, hence LSTM makes much accurate predictions rather than linear prediction methods of Linear regression and ARIMA process (AbediYi et al., 2013). Each step of pricing is denoted against a fixed level of previous level prices as reference. For the purpose of research process, we have indulged the number of observations steps as -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Data Sample Size</th>
<th>Repetition Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stock</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crypto-Currency</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crypto-Currency</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Epochs for Loss Reduction** - In RNN, the loss function is denoted under the jurisdiction of loss occurrence through training process and when the previous step feeds irrelevant information for forward step. Here we can see that among the loss occurrences if the primary output commences less loss than the final output, then the previous information should be chosen in the feed forward process.

\[ \mathcal{L}(\hat{y}, y) = \sum_{t=1}^{T} \mathcal{L}(\hat{y}^{<t>}, y^{<t>}) \]
LSTM preferably sustains to perform the exact step of loss reduction through its gated structure process, hence with effective training it’s seen that the loss in reference to predictions has reduced. Throughout our extended Epoch calculation, it’s seen that with favorable observations, epoch of 75 has made effective predictions for the process to be successful.

**Back propagation Method** - In order to make the financial price forecasting issue suggestively good with reference to time-based propagations, the derivative of loss $L$ with respect to matrix $W$ needs to be updated in reference to each time steps. It’s found that through such process, associated weights which will applied for forecasting the price will get update din each step as the relevant information is being updated and forwarded through the activation steps.

$$\frac{\partial L(T)}{\partial W} = \sum_{t=1}^{T} \frac{\partial L(T)}{\partial W} \bigg|_{(t)}$$

It’s seen that through observation steps and feed forwarding process of LSTM the loss function sustainably gets reduced throughout for large datasets much favorably. In case of smaller datasets, if we practice taking the similar number of training steps then the loss doesn’t get reduced. But moreover, with shorter datasets and shorter training steps its seen that the losses are reduced favorably.

**Portfolio Optimization** - A Portfolio is a mix of assets, which if combined properly considering:

a) Proper Time for Investment  
b) Proper Amount for Overall Investment  
c) Investing the right amount in each asset

Would bring the best possible return of the investment made in the financial markets.

Hence expected portfolio return will be defined as:

$$E(Pr) = W_1 * R_1 + \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots + W_n * R_n$$

Here i refer to all the assets present in the portfolio and $n$ refers to the final asset number in the portfolio. $W$ represents the weight or how much of investment contribution did we make in the portfolio. $R$ stands for the return of each individual respective asset which are present in the portfolio. In association with getting a return from the portfolio, the reason behind reducing the risk-free earning is that throughout all the investment processes the risk-free earnings are already making an acceptable profit, hence the actual profit accrues only when return of the portfolio is greater than the risk-free rate and the return difference is greater than portfolio risk.

Sharpe Ratio > 1 .......... Acceptable  
Sharpe Ratio <= 1 .......... Unacceptable

In relationship to selecting crypto currencies, it found that the selection criteria were highly dependent on volumetric sales basis. The secondary idea lies within the context of cheaper contribution margin. In the boundary of these the selected assets were thus used for financial performance and optimized performance.

**RESULTS AND ANALYSIS:**

Among the online portal of suggestions for the purpose of research we have collected 100 stocks which have been considered by the investment portals for investment. After conducting the $K$ nearest Neighbor clustering, it found that a sample of 42 stocks based on Higher EPS values and Higher Current Ratio has been found out. With the list of assets, which are required to be best possible mix hence within the boundary of volumetric suggestions, it’s been figured out that the below list maintains to make the best possible list of asset selection. The secondary step would be to make selections of crypto currencies those would make effective contributions in the portfolio in reference to overall portfolio return but less risk occurrence. Hence under the effective criteria based on higher volume but less price several crypto currencies are chosen.
In this research process we have seen that in case of crypto currency investment we can see the pattern that with the increase in prices the number of volumes of crypto currencies. In order to forecast the future prices for both stocks and crypto currencies, it found that LSTM has made significant effectivity in relation to error calculations for the forecasting process when they are effectively undergone through a specific number of epoch steps. In our research process in order to comply a standard fashion of similar number epoch practices to reduce the loss calculation, the LSTM process has been run through various epoch steps.

The above chart is the average representation of loss accumulation that accrues through LSTM training process. It’s seen that nearly after the 50-60th Epoch the loss count basically becomes null, hence to make the process of calculation faster the total number of epochs are 75 for both stocks and crypto currencies.

In order to check the accuracy by forecasting for each single stocks and crypto currencies, the accuracy results for the stocks and crypto currencies are explained below:

For crypto currencies LSTM makes effective predictions as well. Even though this research has made various comparisons against other price forecasting methods like ARIMA, SVR, Random forest Regression, Decision Tree Regression and Adaboost Method. But with various research analyses it could be well established that LSTM by far makes the most effective forecasting.

Portfolio Optimization Process - Using Portfolio Optimizer, the simple stock portfolio made following returns. Such returns were possible as LSTM made effective suggestions regarding these stocks and their future price forecasts.

In relation with effectively predicted prices, the real prices are compared in terms of allocations of stocks and actual gain of the stocks in comparison to predicted stock gains. It’s seen that predicted portfolio is 95.72% accurate in terms forecasted price and in respect with allocation of resources. The predicted portfolio with the usage of LSTM has successfully identified the best possible assets but the allocation of the assets was a bit different for real portfolio and predicted portfolio. The predicted portfolio and real portfolio have a short difference of 17.29 and 17.63 respectively as the new Sharperatio’s.

As crypto currencies are operating always hence the best possible representation of prices are considered for that specific period. This research focused to represent the market performance of mixed portfolio and pure stock portfolio in a highly bullish market situation considering the period of January February and March of 2021 as the quarter year for portfolio performance testing. As the general market was highly profitable, this research process was deliberately created in order to check if statistical and nonlinear forecasting method
could make the investment process more effective than the general market return scenario. In reference to mixed portfolio scenario, it seems that due heavy fund allocation in crypto currency, and serious profit allocation assigned through the introduction crypto currencies as alternate investments into the portfolio. It’s observed that with the introduction of crypto currency the investment amount shift towards crypto currency was huge due to profit accumulation.

In this mixed portfolio the Sharpe ratio is more than 3500 as each crypto currency gained 300% during this quarter yearly period. It’s also seen that not only crypto currencies own the portfolio but also stocks own portfolio share as it would definably reduce the portfolio variance, hence although we can see that MSFT was present for both pure stock portfolio and mixed portfolio but the quarter yearly jump is less than 6%.

Drawbacks & Further Improvements - It’s seen that the overall initialization of stock and crypto currency selection is purely based on financial ratios and market factor indicators but this research requires more data considering there are nearly 10 more financial ratio’s which are important for stock classification and selection process. There are various statistical indicators like EMA, MACD and Bollinger bands as practical de facto indicators for investment but this process purely got depended on financial ratios and that also only in EPS and Current ratio for investment purpose which seems a narrow section for research preview. In order to make the Crypto currency an important investment alternative we need to start making effective selection criteria rather than simple price and volumetric indication. Moreover, it’s found that only LSTM has been used in this research paper to illustrate regarding price forecasting process on the basis of suggestions other researches. More research is suggestive regarding considering LSTM as the best method and its proof should effective in the process of investment-based forecasting.

CONCLUSION:
It’s seen that for pure stock portfolio the profit earnings are bit more than the mixed portfolio although the observed Sharpe ratio is way higher for mixed portfolio rather than pure stock portfolio. So, in terms profit expectation we should consider making investment only in stocks but in order to make the investment safer and much prediction oriented with less volatility expectation we should think about making investments in mixed portfolio containing crypto currencies and stocks.
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